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ok, i know what i'll be doing in the meantime. i'm going to buy as much art material as i can at mangaoh, and start drawing and sketching again. i think i've had enough of my own
stuff to last me a while :p i'm going to start by making up to two sketch books a month, one for me, and one for my illustrator friends. i'm sure there are a ton of artists out there

who would love to work with me on drawing and sketching out of this information. but i'd rather just do it for myself. i'm going to buy as much art material as i can at mangaoh, and
start drawing and sketching again. i'm sure there are a ton of artists out there who would love to work with me on drawing and sketching out of this information. but i'd rather just

do it for myself. i'm so happy :) it arrived today, and it is an amazing book full of sketches (the format reminded me of katsuya terada's rakuga king). a lot of amazing drawings
there. the only thing i'm not happy about is that i paid a looooot more than 60 usd for it. his drawings are awesome. i really like his military/police action images. i wonder if there is

a huge following in his comic books if there is any. it seems like hes doing drawings for foreign writers, yet he doesnt seem to mention his other published works other than his
sketch illustration collections. it's a beautiful book. the sketches are soft, with alot of contrast. the charcoal and pencil line renderings are quite impressive, and the work is well-

executed. the detailed, elaborate sketches are particularly good. this sketchbook is definitely worth looking into.
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i'm actually reading it right now.
i don't expect to give a review

for the 2007 collection (i bought
that a year ago), but i will check

out the new work. i saw the
sketchbook and thought it was

pretty cool (and i'm a sucker for
hardcover sketchbooks). i'm
also interested in seeing the

2008 collection (and seeing the
rest of his art). i think it will be
very interesting to see what he
is doing with black and white.
this is an amazing sketchbook.

thank you for the
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recommendation. i'm a huge
fan of his work. i just got the
2008 sketchbook (along with

the 2007). i'll be sure to review
both of them. i'm glad that they
are so thin and don't have the

sketchbook cover. it's a bit
pricey, but it's a great

sketchbook. i got the 2008
collection, and i like it a lot. i've
been a big fan of his work for a
while and i'm glad to have this
sketchbook. the only downside
is that the price is high for such
a small sketchbook. i think they
should change it to something
cheaper. anyway, i'm happy to
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have this. his sketches are very
interesting, and i love how they

are printed with an almost
negative white backdrop.

there's lots of variety too; from
nudes to military / day-in-the-
life / comical. the artist has a
great style and quality of line,
and he plays with proportions

very well. i think he's one of the
best. in my opinion, he has an
extremely strong line and very
confident. i think his work is a
bit like leuyen pham (the girls

from the cover of the
sketchbook are so handsome,

but i have a weakness for
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female characters, so i like
them all). 5ec8ef588b
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